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Introductory Letter from Nory Oakes
Dear Friend:
When it comes to getting admitted into elite U.S. business school MBA
programs, you will find that many consultants offer a roadmap to help explain
what universities look for in a prospective student’s essays. Indeed, answering
your essay prompts with flair is the only real way to ensure your reviewers see
you as an authentic, altruistic and motivated human being who will absolutely
add value to their program. As an aspiring applicant you can turn to the roadmaps that MBA consulting firms
provide for valuable information, and I strongly suggest that you do. In fact, I highly recommend the webinar
How to Write Bold and Brilliant Essays by Linda Abraham, Accepted.com's founder and president, who has
been in the business of helping aspirants get into exclusive business schools since 1994. It outlines in detail
how to craft a compelling human interest story. To save you about 45 valuable minutes, I offer an outline of
the presentation on my website, which you can view at MBAEssayCoach.guru/Bold-and-Brilliant
But even though such a roadmap provides a detailed description of what it will take to make a human interest
essay succeed, ultimately it is unlikely to help you write one that stands out from those of other worthy
applicants unless you possess a natural flair or have many years of solid writing experience. Why? Because your
reviewers have to wade through tall piles of essays that followed the same roadmap’s formula and structure.
Hence, most are highly predictable and lack the “zing” it takes to keep the reviewer reading enthusiastically.
You could compare using an essay formula to traveling with an old fashioned roadmap. It can guide you from
New York to Chicago or Mumbai to Delhi for example, but it has certain inherent limitations. For instance, it:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is restricted to two dimensions, so it cannot convey the grandeur (or perils) of peaks and valleys
Says nothing about the inhabitants, their culture or whether they’ll welcome or shun you
Doesn’t anticipate traffic flow, accidents or bumps in the road, and…
Is useless at night if your flashlight battery dies.

So what strategies will you need to master in order for your essay to stand out unequivocally from those of
other hopeful applicants? I have written this free report, “Top 7 MBA Admission Essay Strategies That Go
Beyond The Roadmap,” to answer this question and more. I invite you to explore the terrain with me as you
read on!
Sincerely,

Nory Oakes
Nory Oakes M.S., MBA Essay Coach

P.S. When you are ready, I encourage you to schedule a complimentary MBA essay consultation ($149 value)
by calling 800.210.3649 or go to MBAEssayCoach.guru

I want you to be educated about your options and feel extremely
comfortable with your MBA Essay Coach. After reading this report, you
can also browse MBAEssayCoach.guru to learn more.
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NUMBER 1:

DON’T RELY SOLELY ON YOUR
HIGHLY DEVELOPED LEFT BRAIN
In recent years, scientists and psychologists have put forward many theories about left-brain and right-brain
dominance. Basically, your brain’s right hemisphere controls your body's left side, and vice versa. Your logical
left brain allows you to analyze problems and concepts, pay attention, view things objectively and rationally. You
use the left brain to process science, math, language, facts and strategies. My guess is that you have highly
developed this side of your brain recently – whether in college, during an internship or at that great job you
landed. Some areas of your admissions essays that will benefit strongly from your left brain include:






Information gathering
Annotating details
Organizing thoughts and ideas
Listing your accomplishments
Editing and revising.

While
these
actions
are
indispensible to writing your essay,
they may not help much with
generating your best ideas, because
these are the purview of the right
brain. It is where you derive your
feelings, beliefs, subjective thoughts
and imagination. Your right brain
provides the impulses so necessary
to create, intuit, brainstorm, and
process visuals. It helps you to
recognize the significant overarching themes in your life. In fact,
the playful and chaotic right brain
provides the cradle for your highest
writing ability. Without it, an applicant
could potentially follow an MBA
essay consultant map to the “T” and
still end up with an essay that
doesn’t inspire their reader.
That being said, a great MBA essay
consultant or editor will offer you
tools with which you can stimulate
the right brain and integrate both left
and right to obtain a seamless writing experience. When you work with me, you’ll have instant access to
graphic organizers and other tools I have developed or adapted from great writers and thought gurus. Or if you
prefer to work on your own, you can download the tools from MBAEssayCoach.guru/Resources and begin
using them right away to get the creative juices flowing!
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NUMBER 2:

GET THE VOICE RIGHT TO CATAPULT
ESSAYS FROM HO-HUM TO
EXTRAORDINARY
In surveys, students of writing frequently identify “voice” as the number one aspect that they wish to
learn about and develop. Voice may not be easy to define, but you can imagine how essay evaluators
thrill to hear a unique and engaging voice as they read. Why? Because most applicants have not yet
had enough writing experience to develop one, so reviewers rarely encounter a strong narrative voice
among their daunting stacks of essays. In fact, voice is generally considered the bailiwick of very
experienced writers, and it cannot be taught – which may be why I have yet to see it addressed by
any MBA essay consulting firm.
Here’s where my offerings differ. I have tools to help you develop an engaging and unique voice – or
at least approximate one. This comes from many years of expert writing and evaluating student work.
In the Platinum Package I offer, you are guaranteed that your essay will contain that all-important
voice to wow your reviewers. Go to MBAEssayCoach.guru/Guarantee or call 800.210.3649 to learn
more.
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NUMBER 3:

SHOW, DON’T TELL,TO DELIVER
MORE CLOUT
Most of us want to feel and be understood. That tendency
is completely natural and can even lead to more precise
and fulfilling communication. Sometimes, however, the
desire can feel more pressing – especially if our listener
has a different native tongue from our own. Our need to
explain ourselves more fully could potentially also impact
the way we write, leading to lengthy descriptions and
exposition. This is rarely a problem, of course, unless word
limitations are involved. And when a human essay limit is
425 words or less, supporting a thesis with details can get
a bit tricky.
All good essay consultants and editors will tell their clients
that they need to pare their first draft down to meet these
limits – to cut, cut, cut until they’ve met the essay
requirements. And I would, too. However, I think you’ll
agree that it makes sense to write that first draft succinctly,
right from the very first sentence. That’s where show, don’t
tell comes in. When we show instead of telling, we allow

our essay reviewers to engage their senses
more fully – adding depth, clarity and
enjoyment to the experience of reading and
making it much more likely that they will get to
the last sentence experiencing a feeling of
gratification.
When you partner with me, I’ll provide you with
proven writer tricks of the trade that will enable
you to express yourself succinctly from the
very beginning of the writing process. Or you
can simply go here to download some helpful
guides if you’d prefer to begin on your own:

MBAEssayCoach.guru/
Resources
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NUMBER 4:

IMPLY OR BURY YOUR THESIS TO
KEEP A REVIEWER’S EYES GLUED TO
THE PAGE
As all reputable MBA essay consultants advise, your human interest essay needs an effective thesis to guide
your essay, provide an anchor for your thoughts and ensure cohesiveness. It may seem counter-intuitive at first,
but actually not stating that thesis can offer some major advantages – even become the jewel in your crown –
provided you still incorporate its guiding principle skillfully. An unstated thesis can…
o Differentiate your essay from those of others who simply follow the roadmap.
o Allow your reviewers to infer it for themselves (think: doggedly sticking to the map vs. enjoying a
discovery process).
o Mitigate a critical reviewer’s tendencies to think of arguments against it or raise objections as you “sell”
yourself later in the essay.
o Arouse your reader’s curiosity and delay their gratification – as long as the remainder of the essay
supports the thesis well!

If this idea intrigues you, I invite you to discuss it further during
our free consultation.
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NUMBER 5:

USE METAPHOR
SKILLFULLY TO
IMPRESS YOUR
REVIEWER
A metaphor is basically a figure of speech that compares two unlike objects. In fact,
the greater the difference between the two things you compare, the more intriguing
the metaphor. Metaphors expand meaning by transcending literal and structural
interpretations and stimulating your reader’s gut feelings. For example, one of my
client’s essays skillfully compared her father’s successful battle with cancer to the
grueling labor required to plant and harvest a rice paddy. The comparison was
poignant and created strong feelings of empathy in her readers.
All MBA essay consultants agree that you can strengthen a human interest story
using metaphor. But why is it so important? Consider the following ways
incorporating them can help to strengthen your writing – as well as your chances
for acceptance. Metaphors…







Intensify an essay’s depth and meaning
Create vivid images to hold your reader’s interest
Spark better understanding of complex ideas
Highlight your well-integrated left and right brains
Position you as someone who thinks outside the box
Persuade your reviewer with no head thumping involved.

Legendary neurologist V.S. Ramachandran explains how metaphor and
synesthesia (a neuro-psychological trait in which the stimulation of one sense
causes the automatic experience of another) both relate to structures in the
brain. He describes the ability of those with synesthesia’s ‘hyper-connectivity’
gene to generate “clouds of associations that are echoing and spreading out.”
But the good news is that we don’t need to be blessed (or cursed!) with
synesthesia; we all have metaphorical ability to some degree. That being said,
some of us nurture it more than others. One thing that differentiates me from some
MBA essay coaches and editors is that I enjoy the benefits of mild synesthesia.
The fortunate condition enables me to help my clients engender fresh and creative
ideas. Along with this, I provide tools that I have either developed myself or
adapted from other creative thinkers that will make it easier for you to become a
metaphor generating machine!

“

Luckily,
I enjoy the
benefits of mild
synesthesia
which enables
me to help my
clients with
fresh and
creative ideas.
I also provide
tools that make
it a snap for you
to become a

METAPHOR
GENERATING
MACHINE!

"

METAPHOR MAGIC...
"Ramachandran is a
latter day Marco Polo,
journeying the Silk
Road of science to
strange and exotic
Cathays of the mind."

~ Richard Dawkins
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NUMBER 6:

NAIL ALL-IMPORTANT
LEAD SENTENCES
AND FINAL PHRASES
No matter which essay consultant or coach you choose to work with,
you can almost guarantee that they will stress the importance of
“hooking” your reader and ending the essay with an interesting
phrase. Why? Consider that a strong, succinct opening line:
Can capture your reviewer’s attention – or, better still,
their imagination
Draws them in and gives them a reason to read on
saying, “Hey! This one’s good!”
Sets the tone of the essay.

o
o
o

And a strong final phrase:
o
o

Generates feeling of satisfaction
Provides a bookend to the beginning – lending a feeling
of cohesion
Leaves your reviewer wanting to know more about you.

o

Below you will see examples of opening and closing sentences based on “before” and “after” essays by clients.
Ask yourself which opening sentence would be more likely to “hook” the reader and keep them reading? Which
closing sentence would most likely leave a reviewer feeling satisfied and curious to know more?

OPENING SENTENCE EXAMPLES
When I worked at Morgan Stanley as a junior V.P., I had to deal with a difficult situation after
my boss got so angry he left the firm.

or…
“Bang!”
My latest supervisor at Morgan Stanley slammed the door as he left.

CLOSING SENTENCE EXAMPLES
I always tell my mom that one day her dream of seeing me walk the graduation aisle
(an experience she missed at IIT) will be fulfilled, and this will be the day that I graduate
from Columbia.

or…
At graduation, I want the pride shining in my mother’s eyes to reflect her recognition that I’ve
grown in stature by learning to bow.

With me, you nail both beginnings and endings of your essays in order
to pique your reviewers’ interest and leave them feeling gratified.
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NUMBER 7:

INCORPORATE SNIPPETS
OF DIALOGUE
When it comes to your essay evaluators, using snippets of dialogue in your human interest essay may help to
tip some scales in your favor. Why does it make so much sense? Consider that using short snatches of
conversation:
1. Allows you to say a lot with a little, helping with that all-important word count;
2. May potentially increase a reviewer’s interest in what you have to say, hence holding their interest for
longer;
3. More precisely conveys the character and quirks of those who appear in your story;
4. Positions you as an innovative – and interesting – contender.
On the website you are welcome to purchase relevant materials to help you begin on your own.
Additionally, if you then decide to purchase a package, you will receive a refund for any materials you have
already paid for. Naturally, all packages come with full materials included.

Say TONS
with just
a snippet!
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BONUS NUMBER 8:

USE SEEMINGLY TRIVIAL LIFE
EVENTS TO PACK A POWERFUL
PUNCH
Frequently, hopeful applicants think they must include
dramatic events in order to impress their MBA essay
reviewers. And if you have dramatic stories to tell, that’s
really great. It’s easy to focus an essay around a
compelling life event. But if you don’t have a strong
dramatic story to define you, please do not worry! Indeed,
you may feel relieved to know that there are many other
legitimate and powerful ways to engage your readers.
No matter how exciting or seemingly mundane our
histories, we can still tell powerful stories. In fact, our most
persuasive narratives might reveal spiritual awakenings or
dealing with difficult relationships, our own vulnerabilities
or hard-earned life lessons. And don’t overlook what may
seem trivial at first blush! Oftentimes, we can mine gold
from rich and varied childhood memories or other events
that helped in our values-formation. In addition, though
these events may seem unexciting to you, remember that
even stories from childhood can create the kinds of vivid
details that pack a very powerful punch. It’s the way we
tell these stories that counts!
If you can’t think of a life-changing event right away, I will
provide tools to guide you – including over 450 useful
essay prompts to draw on and graphic organizers to get
the juices flowing! And even if you do not ultimately
choose me to help you, many resources are available for free at MBAEssayCoach.guru/Resources. Of
course, if at a future date you decide to engage my services, the cost of any documents will be refunded
100%.
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Closing Letter From Nory Oakes
Dear Friend,
I hope this report has helped you learn more about MBA essay consulting in general and shown you how I
can help you succeed in your quest to get accepted at elite business schools. I would be honored and grateful
to learn more about you and discuss ways I can potentially help you to go beyond a roadmap to compose topnotch essays that differentiate you from other worthy applicants.

FOR YOUR MBA ESSAY COACH
INITIAL CONSULTATION ($149 VALUE),
THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION.
I simply want to answer your questions, address your concerns, and have you experience MBA essay
coaching to see if you could see yourself choosing me to help you implement your goals.
I hold a Bachelor in English and Master in Education (Summa Cum Laude) from Eastern Connecticut State
University. I am also a highly qualified English teacher who taught writing at both high school and college
levels. If you feel interested in learning more about how I can help you, I will share with you my expert
recommendations based on:
o Over 30 years of solid writing experience in academic, creative and market settings
o Princeton ETS Recognition of Excellence in Writing on the Praxis II Exam for English Teachers
o Clients who failed to get admitted to their chosen schools after following the advice of reputable
consulting firms, but who got into elite business schools when they partnered with me.
I only mention these attributes to convey that I’m highly motivated to help you reach your admission goals.
But if I am not the right fit for you, that is okay and we can part as friends. I certainly recommend you do your
research, but ultimately you have to trust and feel comfortable with your essay coach and any program you
decide on.
Obviously, there may be other things you should know before choosing an MBA essay coach. In fact, I am
sure I could have easily doubled the length of this report!
I am always here to answer your questions and wish you the best of luck…whichever direction you choose!
Sincerely,

Nory Oakes
Nory Oakes, M.S., MBA Essay Coach
P.S. I feel so confident that you’ll succeed that I offer a 100% money back
guarantee on my Gold and Platinum packages offered at
MBAEssayCoach.guru/Services
P.P.S. Again, when you are ready, I encourage you to schedule a
complimentary M B A e s s a y consultation ($149 value) by calling
800.210.3649 or go to MBAEssayCoach.guru.
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